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Consultant and a Solution Provider for Video Security and Surveillance  

Almost every market research report and analyst agrees that video surveillance is the fastest growing part of the security in-
dustry. This growth is driven by new, innovative technologies, and by end-users’ desire to have increased capabilities to man-
age and secure their sites.  
 

This growth is also driven by the elevation of the security threat level all over Europe and the Middle East region. 
 

Almost everyone today enters into potential danger zones without knowing it. Whether you visit a shopping mall, museum, 
airport terminal or sports stadium, ride a train or bus, walk around the city you might be in danger. Of course we are not in 
doom’s day, but the masses of humanity in large cities seem uncontrollable. 
 

A good video surveillance system can make your business safer, more efficient, and less prone to theft and accidents. Ulti-
mately it is clear that CCTV, used together with other security precautions and systems, is one of the most effective ways of 
dealing with crime today and is going to continue to be even more important in the future. 
 

With Analytics, surveillance cameras aren't just for crime prevention anymore. They have a multitude of business and govern-
ment applications, since they have been proven to increase profits and improve efficiency.  
 

Long-term strategic planning in reliable security systems is necessary to ensure economic success. 
 

We are committed to helping you capitalize on this industry growth and assisting you to be successful in the security business.  
 

Roger Ghostine 
Regional Business Development Manager, MEA - Harco Group 

Summer 2006 Insight Middle East 

Verint honors Harco Group for excellent performance in the Middle East 

United Arab Emirates, Wednesday, August 16th, 2006: Harco Group 
(Belgium) announced today that it was awarded the “Verint EMEA 
Highest Growth Partner of the year 2005-2006” title during 3rd Verint 
Partner event which was held this year in Barcelona, Spain. 
 

Harco Group was chosen from an international field of top Verint Partners for deliv-
ering advanced intelligent video security and surveillance solutions. The award was 
presented at a ceremony held on June 26 in the presence of 30 valued Verint 
EMEA Partners. 
 

We are very proud to win this prestigious award from Verint, a clear leader in the 
Networked Video market. Our clients will be very happy to know that they have 
selected the best solution available in the market. This award highlights the syner-
gies between the two companies. Working closely with Verint, we look forward to 
leveraging our expertise and to always ensuring our customers achieve their sur-
veillance and security objectives’ said Roger Ghostine, Regional Business Develop-
ment Director, Harco Group.  
 

‘We are delighted to give the highest Growth Partner of the Year award to Harco 
Group and thank them for the outstanding performance they have achieved in 
winning high value IP video projects in the Middle East’ said David Parcell, Managing Director EMEA, Verint Systems. 
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News 

(From Left) David Parcell, Managing Director, EMEA, 
Verint Systems - Roger Ghostine, Regional Business 
Development Director MEA “Harco Group”. 

MELVILLE, N.Y. Verint Systems Inc. (NASDAQ: VRNT), to-
day announced that it has received a several million dollar 
order intended for certain districts of the city of Beijing to 
enhance the security of its critical infrastructure in advanced 
of the 2008 Olympic Games.  

 
 

Beijing is China’s capital city and the 
center of the country’s booming econ-
omy, with more than 14 million resi-
dents. With the heightened security 
challenge of the 2008 Olympic Games, 
Beijing has launched an initiative to 
protect government and enterprises 
facilities, such as utilities, public spaces 
and other high risk areas.  
 

The Verint Networked Video solution 
will enable security teams to view 

video collected from sensitive areas around the city of Beijing 
at central monitoring centers to enhance the effective deploy-
ment of personnel.  

Harco Group (Belgium) announced today new storage 
collaboration with Nexsan Technology (USA) for Video 
over IP (VOIP) Solutions in the MENA region. 
 

Nexsan Technologies, the pioneer 
of disk-based backup and Enterprise 

ATA/SATA storage technology, has been a driving force in the 
evolution of the information storage industry since 1999. 
 

“This collaboration will allow us to better answer our cus-
tomer’s expectations and enhance our goal to bring additional 
value to our Solutions by taking advantage of Nexsan leading 
Storage technologies.” says Roger Ghostine, Regional Busi-
ness Development Director - MEA, ‘Harco Group’. 

"We value partners that bring high levels of expertise and 
superior customer service to end users" added Arun Vaisham-
payan, Vice President, International Sales at Nexsan. " We 
are very pleased to collaborate with Harco Group to offer 
Nexsan storage solutions in the MENA region. I am sure that 
Harco and Nexsan team will provide the best solution for the 
Digital Security industry". 

New Storage Collaboration between Harco 
Group and Nexsan Technology  

for VOIP Solutions 

Verint Networked Video Solution to Enhance 
Security in City of Beijing in Advance of 

2008 Olympics 



“21 Megapixel Images With Colour Fusion Technology, 
There is no comparison !” 

 

SentryScope is the highest resolution surveillance system in the world Providing up to 21 million pixels per image. 
Now, SentryChroma adds a powerful additional tool for real-time forensic video analysis. 

 

SentryChroma works by overlaying a megapixel colour image 
exactly over the 21 megapixel monochrome image so that true 
colours of vehicles, clothes, etc become obvious. As you zoom 
into the image the colour becomes pixelated so you can strip 
colour away to reveal the facial identity and other distinctive 
markings such as number plates. SentryScope can give clear 
facial identification over 60 metres away from the camera in a 
90 degree field of view in playback! 
 
Two advanced cameras utilizing colour fusion technology 
 

SentryChroma comprises of a three Megapixel colour camera 
mounted with SentryScope viewing the same wide 90° area. 
The two image streams run simultaneously over separate 
Ethernet connections to a single SentryServer for storage and 
review. Clicking an icon switches from one surveillance record 
to the other, displaying the corresponding video from the same 
time and location. Complex events can be quickly analyzed in 
ultra-high-resolution or in colour at a fast frame rate.  
 
SentryChroma can be added to new or existing SentryScope 
installations. 

SentryScope  
 

     Ultra High Resolution in colour. SentryChroma 90° degree angle has arrived 

Verint Nextiva 
Wide Dynamic Range IP Camera With On-Board Stor-
age and Analytics 
 

The Nextiva™ S2600e is a professional IP camera with a su-
per wide 102 dB dynamic range for excellent quality in high-
contrast environments and 0.5 lux sensitivity for crisp images 
in even low lighting conditions. 
 

Color or Day-to-Night Operation 
Designed for color or day-to-night 
use, the Nextiva S2600e Series 
delivers dual stream, MPEG-4 SP 
video at up to 4CIF/30 Frames Per 
Second (FPS) and supports both 
interlaced and progressive scan 
video, rendering true undistorted 
4CIF resolution on analog and digi-
tal video monitors. 
 

Storage and Analytics “At the Edge” 
The Nextiva S2600e features sophisticated on-board ana-
lytics, eliminating the need to send all video to centralized 
servers for analysis and dramatically reducing video transport 
and storage requirements. Optional on-board storage helps 
ensure that critical video is retained in the event of network 
failure. And, Power over Ethernet (PoE) increases scalability, 
while reducing wiring requirements. 
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Consultant and a Solution Provider for Video Security and Surveillance  

Nextiva S2600e 
Compact DVD-Quality Ethernet 
Video Server with On-Board 
Storage and Analytics 
 
Transforming Your CCTV Cam-
eras into Intelligent IP Sensors 
The Nextiva™ S1900e Ethernet 
Video Server is a powerful, highly 
compact IP edge device with on-
board storage and video analytics. Designed to deliver DVD-
quality video in single-camera applications, the Nextiva 
S1900e also features two high–re solution, independent 
MPEG-4 video streams, one optimized for DVD-quality view-
ing and the other bit-rate optimized for storage efficiency. 
 

Interoperability, Scalability, Value 
Built on accepted industry standards, the Nextiva S1900e 
provides easy interoperability with your IT and enterprise 
systems. An SD flash memory card helps ensure that critical 
video is retained in the event of network failure. On-board 
analytics eliminate the need to send all video to centralized 
servers for analysis, with greater scalability and reduced data 
transport and storage requirements. 
 
Additionally, by analyzing high-quality video at the edge, the 
Nextiva S1900e on-board analytics provide superior accuracy. 

Nextiva S1900e 

Verint Nextiva 



SATA Storage - Fiber Connection 
 

Designed from the 
ground up to set new 
standards for high-
capacity storage sys-
tems, the SATABeast 
delivers the industry's 
best performance and 
cost-effectiveness in a 
scalable disk solution. 
With unparalleled den-
sity, availability and 
energy efficiency, it 

maximizes the return on your storage hardware investment. 
 

This is the first storage high performance, high capacity RAID 
storage system that allows to place the disk drives to an idle 
state to conserve energy yet provide near-instantaneous ac-
cess to data. This unique combination of technologies delivers 
unsurpassed performance, reliability and cost savings for a 
broad range of storage requirements.  
 

With an extreme density design, this SATA Fiber storage pro-
vides a compact footprint and scales to 210 terabytes of ca-
pacity in a single rack and easily meets the demands of 
large-scale storage environments like digital video surveil-
lance. 

Nexsan Storage  

Famous CDL relies on Verint distributed architecture for Video Manage-
ment Software Platform for its Security and Surveillance 
 

Lebanon, August 2005: As a leader in the entertainment industry and one of the most prestigious 
casinos in the Middle East, Casino du Liban has major requirements for real time video recording in its 
gaming rooms to help resolve disputes and identify any potential fraud. 
 

To achieve this with a high quality image and a high level of reliability, avail-
ability and flexibility, a solution was not easy to find. The search started 3 
years ago when the casino’s management needed to review its requirements 
due to the regular failures with their tape recorders and most importantly the 
failure of their primary analog matrix.  
 

After careful consideration and a competitive evaluation of a number of solu-
tions and vendors, the casino’s technical committee opted for the most robust 
but challenging solution: Verint’s MPEG4 encoders and Networked Video Man-
agement Software as well as an IBM central storage system. 
   
“To achieve this configuration particular mobilization was necessary from both CHIP and Quantech, re-
spective representatives of Verint and IBM in Lebanon, with definitely timely consultancy and support of 
Harco Group, Verint MR in the MEA region, as software development was required to ensure a flawless 
operation with almost zero downtime. 
 

Verint’s Networked Video Management Software provided flexibility and resilience which was essential in 
offering individual recording parameters per camera and per time zone so as to ensure the optimal re-
cording quality with the minimal storage capacity requirements.  
 

The chosen IP-based solution offers easy transportation of video to remote stations as well as wireless 
terminals that are convenient for security officers patrolling the premises or supervising the gaming 
area. 
 

Having stored video images easily accessible has drastically removed the burden of Video Cassettes 
Lifecycle Management giving the staff at the Casino du Liban more time to concentrate on Surveillance. 
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SATA Storage-SCSI, iSCSI Connection 
 

SATABoy provides organi-
zations with unparalleled 
storage flexibility to meet 
real world business objec-
tives. The highly scalable 
SATA Storage enables 
cost-effective storage of 
large amounts of informa-
tion online, such as fixed 

content, reference data, disaster recovery and disk-to-disk 
backup, while its exceptional performance ensures faster re-
sponse times for mission critical applications 
 

This SATA iSCSI Storage is equally capable of delivering high 
IOPS for transactional applications and sustaining maximum 
MB/s throughput for high bandwidth applications such as Digi-
tal Video Surveillance. 
 

Designed to meet the challenges of the most demanding com-
puting environments, it delivers unparalleled availability and 
performance in a SATA RAID device. With sustained through-
put speeds of up to 370 MB/s per controller, the SATABoy pro-
vides superior performance across all standard platforms and 
operating systems. Dual 2Gb fibre channel and single iSCSI 
connectors on each controller enable easy and flexible imple-
mentation into a wide range of environments. 

Success Story 
Casino Du Liban Selects Verint Video Solutions  



Harco Group and Verint participates in shows /conferences in the region 
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www.verint.com 

 
 

www.envisagetechnology.com 

Tips & Events 

Consultant and a Solution Provider for Video Security and Surveillance  

COME AND VISIT US AT INTERSEC 
STAND N.  709C  - (21 - 23 January 2007) 

Dubai International Convention Exhibition Centre 

Dubai, UAE 

Comit Qatar 
COMIT Qatar 2006  showcased the latest technologies in hardware and software solutions, e-
commerce, e-government, security and transport technology as well as digital appliances includ-
ing cameras and cellular phones.  
“Harco Group participated with Techno Q to this technological event by showcasing the latest 
development in the digital Video Security and Surveillance from both SentryScope with the 
new concept ultra resolution camera and Verint Video over IP by introducing Verint emerging 
technologies such as Nextiva Platform, IP Cams and Wireless solutions.” 

 

Product Guide August 2006 

Is now available 

 

Ask for your Copy 

perla.ammar@harcogroup.be 

How to Set up Point-to-Point Digital Wireless Links on 5.x GHz Bandwidth 

Nextiva offers point-to-point wireless links within the licence-free wireless bands 2.4/5.3-5.75/5.8 GHz*. Within most 
metropolitan areas the 2.4 GHz bandwidth is heavily utilised, whereas the 5.x bandwidths are still less crowded and 
would be an advisable choice for new installations, even though a registration fee is still payable on the 5.8 GHz band-
widths. 

Using the 5.x bandwidths offers a number of advantages. Nextiva wireless devices utilizes TPC (Transmitter Power Con-
trol) and DFS (Dynamic Frequency Selection). Both utilities simplify installation of point-to-point links within the 5.x 
bandwidths. TPC automatically regulates antennae gains within countries of installation. DFS automatically locates free 
wireless channels within the given bandwidth, which ultimately minimizes frequency interference and simplifies installa-
tion. Both utilities are enabled by default, with no configuration being necessary. 

When creating wireless point-to-point links, it is important to bear in mind that a pair of Nextiva S1100w’s (i.e., a 
transmitter and receiver) must form a wireless link before another pair can be powered-on. A pair of units will work 
‘out-of-the-box’, but further configuration can be achieved by using Nextiva Configuration Assistant, which is shipped 
along with the units. With Configuration Assistant, an RS232 connection is made and advanced parameters can be set. 
Then, once a pair has formed a link, further pairs can be configured. 

Technical Tips and Techniques 

Arab Maritime Security Congress 2006 
 

This 4th Regional Arab Maritime Security congress, held from 
March 18th-22nd in Dubai is the only event dedicated to 

communication's technology 
from a Marine Security approach 
which includes Defense, Security 
and any other related industry. 
During five consecutive days, 
the delegates have learnt about 
the latest communications secu-
rity systems and the most ad-
vanced technologies in maritime 
industry. 

 

Harco Group, went thru an Arabic presentation about 
“SentryScope” the Highest Resolution Video Surveillance Sys-
tem available on the maritime market today which covers in 
which covers in 21million pixels 1000 meters across and 700-
800 meters depth. 

IFSEC 
 

IFSEC 2006 hosted over 700 
of the world’s leading security 
suppliers launching and dem-
onstrating thousands of the 

latest products and services to the market when it took place 
from 8-11 May 2006 at the Birmingham NEC, UK. Achieving a 
total attendance of 28,766* IFSEC 2006 was hailed as a suc-
cess by visitors and exhibitors alike. 
 

Verint Video Solutions has exhibited their full range of video 
security solutions and the latest software, analytical and 
hardware solutions on stand N100, including:  
 

- Nextiva Video Management Platform 
- Nextiva Analytics 
- Verint's new S2600 IP camera range 
- Verint's new Mobile recorder mDVR6 along with their latest 
review and evaluation software for the transportation market. 


